Is your society ready for the open research revolution?

Open research publishing for societies and associations
About F1000 open research publishing solutions

F1000 provides fully open access publishing solutions, offering innovative, funder compliant options for you to diversify your portfolio. We offer a publishing solution to suit your members’ needs by providing a rapid, transparent and open way for their research to be visible to all communities, increasing opportunities for citation.

All articles benefit from transparent post-publication peer review, and editorial guidance on making source data and materials openly available. F1000 solutions allow you to publish all of your researchers’ and members’ outputs, including a diversity of peer-reviewed research article types, as well as posters, slides and documents.
F1000’s Revolutionary Publishing Model

F1000 solutions combine the benefits of:

**Speed**
Rapid publication allows your members to start making an impact and collecting citations immediately.

**Transparency**
Robustness, quality, reproducibility, and transparency of research through rigorous editorial checks.

**Openness**
All research outputs (both peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed) are published with full open access.
Open data support: your authors and members share their data and materials to increase the reach and reproducibility of their work.

**Invited, open, post-publication peer review**
By opening peer review and hosting each version of manuscripts we are breaking down barriers in scholarly transparency.
Benefits for your society or association

**Demonstrate innovation and support open research**
F1000 solutions provide a dedicated space for your members to explore cutting-edge publishing options aligned with open research initiatives worldwide.

**Recognize the full range of your members’ research**
We publish a wide variety of peer-reviewed article types, as well as non-peer-reviewed outputs like technical guides and conference materials, ensuring visibility and credit for high-quality work of all kinds.

**Retain and diversify publishing revenue**
With our revenue share model, Open Research publishing can become a supplementary income source to support your society’s mission and activities long-term.

**Build your brand by showcasing all your society’s work in one place**
F1000 solutions can incorporate external links to your society’s journals, books, white papers, data, supplementary materials, and other content published elsewhere online.

**Understand your society’s research impact**
We provide our partners with comprehensive metadata to support accessibility and reporting, including article-based metrics looking at citations, views, downloads, shares, and media mentions.

**Provide a compliant publishing venue for your members’ grant-funded research**
F1000 solutions are fully open access and funder mandate compliant, with FAIR data sharing in place for all publications.

**Rapid, transparent publication**
Rapid article publication and invited post-publication peer review to create open and transparent dialogue between your members and the broader research community.

**Never reject scientifically sound research again!**
No limits on space means you can publish all null and incremental results and replication studies. Retain quality research under your society’s brand.
Research Articles

Peer-reviewed articles that can be published by F1000 solutions include research articles, reviews, case studies, essays, method articles, data notes, software tools, study protocols, registered reports, systematic reviews, case reports and more.

All peer-reviewed research articles:

- Are published with a CC-BY license and fully funder mandate compliant – support your members with funder mandate compliant options and empower them with copyright ownership of their own research.
- Are underpinned by data and materials with our FAIR data policy: ‘as open as possible, as closed as necessary’.
- Can be underpinned by a range of article-based citation and attention metrics, including social media shares and Altmetrics.
- Can be kept up-to-date: continuously updated through linked versions for revisions and updates. Each version receives a DOI and is citable.
- Can be cited as soon as they are published: make a head start on gathering citations.
- Can include living and interactive figures.
Non-peer reviewed research outputs

F1000 solutions support non-peer reviewed content and allow you to publish slides, posters and other documents, such as end-of-grant reports, policies, guidelines, or workflows, supporting a more holistic view of your members’ research outputs.

All non-peer-reviewed content:

• is published rapidly and openly online.
• undergoes editorial checks prior to publication.
• is open access – default CC-BY licence so authors maintain the copyright.
• receives a unique digital identifier (DOI), so it is easily discoverable and can be cited
• is supported by a range of article-based citation and attention metrics including views and downloads.

To find out more about how F1000 is supporting societies in making their publishing options more open, visit: https://bit.ly/TF-open-soc

To discuss F1000 Solutions with a member of our team email: societypartners@tandf.co.uk